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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
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RTTZYOW RUESGA5312 2012200
ROUTINE
R 201841 JUL 82

TO DIA WASH DC

INFO DIA WASH DC/DB-3E/DB-3Z/OS-1/JSJ-48//
SESCSTATE WASHDC
HO USAF WASH DC//MF10XWN//
MACOS INTEL CEN SCOTT AFB IL//IM4//
CNO WASH DC/DP-O/00//
COMUSFORCARIB EY V EST FL
USCINCOS MIDILL AFB FL//6CD2//
CDR4704 WEP CLAYTON PN//IAGAG-PN//
CDR5515WAD PATRICK PN//AMUS-DS//
USDAO MEXICO CITY MX
USDAO PANAMA CITY PN
USDAO PANAMA CITY PN
USDAO PANAMA CITY PN
USDAO SAN SALVADOR ES
USDAO MANAGUA AU
USDAO BELIZ CITY BH
USDAO BELIZ CITY BH
CDR 7TH SF GR BAGG NC

BT

CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 01 OF 02

DIA FOR IR BRANCH

SUBJ: IR GUATEMALA MILITARY ACADEMY ENROLLMENT AND GRADUATION INFORMATION (U)

THIS IS AN INFO REPORT. NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTEL
1. (U) CTRY: GUATEMALA (GT)
2. (U) IR NO:...
3. (U) TITLE: MILITARY ACADEMY ENROLLMENT AND GRADUATION INFORMATION (U)
4. (U) DATE OF INFO: 820625 - 820718
5. (U) ORIG: SEE FM LINE
6. (U) REQ REPS:

7. (U) SOURCE: A.

8. (E) SUMMARY: (ENTIRE TEXT CONFIDENTIAL) DUE TO THE PERSISTENT JUNIOR OFFICER SHORTAGE WITHIN THE GUATEMALA MILITARY FORCES, ENROLLMENT IN MILITARY ACADEMY (ESCUELA POLITICINA) CADET CLASSES WILL CONTINUE TO BE HIGH AND FORMAL MILITARY STUDIES FOR EACH CLASS WILL LAST THREE YEARS. ADDITIONALLY, THE ARMY HIGH COMMAND WITH THE APPROVAL OF PRESIDENT HUGO NARRÍEZ (RIOS) MONTS HAS DECIDED TO ADMIT WOMEN TO THE MILITARY ACADEMY BEGINNING IN JANUARY 1983.

ACTION DIA-4(*) DIA(*)
INFO RI(S)* JSJNWC(*) JS(*) RQJT-FLO(*) SECDEF(*)
SECDEF(*) USDP(*) ASI-PARE(*) WNIC(*) RTS-20IC1)
OS-1(*) SNS(*) JSJ-4B(*) AT(*) AT-X(*) AIS(*) DIO(*)
OE(*) DB-1E(*) DB-3E(*) DB-3Z(*) DB-4A(*) DB-5D(*)
DB-1E(*) DT-1(*)
+CIA WASHINGTON DC
+CMC CC WASHINGTON DC
+DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
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RECEIVED JUN 30 1982

DI A RTS-28
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF MESSAGE CENTER

RTTNYW RUESGTA5312 2012200
ROUTINE
R 201347 JUN 82

CONFIDENTIAL

TO: DIA WASH DC
INFO DIA WASH DC //DB 93 //DB 3E2 //JS 1 //JS 4B //
SECRET AND LOCAL
HQ USAF WASH DC //DSM //
MACD INTEL CENTER AFB IL //IM //
CMO WASH DC //MT //
CONUSFORCARIB KEY WEST FL
USCINCOR ACCD AFB FL //CC //
CSQ MG FT CLAYTON PM //CSQ PPM //
CSQ MG FT CLAYTON PM //CSQ DS //
USDAO KIEC CITY KY
USDAO TEGUCIGALPA NO
USDAO PANAMA CITY PN
USDAO SAN SALVADOR ES
CSQ MG FT BRAAT WC //CC //
CSQ MG FT BRAAT WC //CC //
CSQ MG FT BRAAT WC //CC //
CSQ MG FT BRAAT WC //CC //

BT

CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 02 OF 02

(1) CICD IR PROVIDES SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION TO THIS REPORT.
(2) (C) ALTHOUGH THE ARMED FORCES CONTINUE TO STRUGGLE WITH THEIR JUNIOR OFFICER SHORTAGE THEY ARE MAKING POSITIVE EFFORTS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM WITHOUT SACRIFICING PROFESSIONALISM. THE 10-MONTH RESERVE OFFICER COURSE AT CEM HAS PRODUCED FAVORABLE RESULTS AND GRADUATES FROM THAT COURSE ARE NOW BEING UTILIZED IN UNITS PARTICIPATING IN COMBAT ACTIONS. IN ADDITION, THE RECENTLY COMPLETED SMALL UNIT LEADERS COURSE FOR SERGEANTS MAJOR (TO BE REPORTED SEPARATELY) WILL ALSO HELP ALLEVIATE SOME OF THE STRAIN; HOWEVER, THESE SUR-OFFICERS HAVE NOT YET BEEN TESTED. HOW WELL THEY WILL BE ACCEPTED INTO THE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, AS WELL AS HOW THEY WILL BE UTILIZED, REMAINS TO BE SEEN. FINALLY, WHILE THE IDEA TO INCORPORATE WOMEN INTO THE ARMED FORCES IS CERTAINLY A GOOD ONE, THE PROBLEMS CAUSED IN THE SHORT RUN MAY PROVE MORE COSTLY THAN THE END RESULT IS WORTH. ADDITIONALLY, THE TEMPORARY MOBILIZATION OF 30 ADDITIONAL COMPANIES TO FIGHT THE GUERRILLA WAR OVER THE NEXT SIX MONTHS REQUIRES A LARGE NUMBER OF JUNIOR OFFICERS NOW. CONSEQUENTLY, AN ADDED EMPHASIS ON THE FIRST TWO OFFICER-PRODUCING PROGRAMS (10-MONTH RESERVE COURSE AND SERGEANTS MAJOR COURSE) MAY PROVE TO BE MORE BENEFICIAL IN MEETING THE ARMY'S SHORT-TERM NEEDS FOR JUNIOR OFFICERS.

10. (U) APP: NA
11. (U) COLL CMD: AB; AE
12. (U) SPEC INST: DIRE-MD
13. (U) PREP: IR
14. (U) ADD: IR
15. (U) REQ: IR; REL: IR

NEW 20 JUL 82

BT

BY

(4) FINALLY, THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF CURRENT CLASS STRENGTHS AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY (READ CLASS PROMOTION NUMBER, GRADUATION DATE, CURRENT ENROLLMENT):

PROMOTION NUMBER 99, JUL 82, 66 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 100, JAN 83, 26 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 101, JUL 83, 92 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 102, JAN 84, 32 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 103, JUL 84, 61 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 104, JAN 85, 226 CADETS; PROMOTION NUMBER 105, JUL 85, 280 CADETS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE CLASS GRADE

DATING 31 JUL 82, IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE OVERALL STRENGTH FIGURES OF THE OTHER CLASSES WILL BE REDUCED AS A RESULT OF VOLUNTARY RESIGNATIONS AND OR DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS.

SB. (U) TITLE: LARGE NEW CLASS ENTERS MILITARY ACADEMY, DTG: 092216 JUN 82

ACTION DC-4(A) DIA(/)

INFO NIDS(+) JS-1NMC(-) JS(-) RUTF-LO(-) SEDF(-) SEDF(+) USDN(-) ASO-PAE(-) NMC(+) RTS-28(1)
JS-1(-) SEDF(-) JS-1E(-) AT(-) AT-X(-) AIZ(+)(+) DID(-)
DIE(+)(+) DB-1G(-) DB-3E(-) DB-3E(-) DB-4A(-) DB-50(-)
DB-4E(-) DT-1(-)
+ICA WASHINGTON DC
+CMC CC WASHINGTON DC
+DIENSA FT GEORGE M MEADE MD
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